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The final years of World War II saw the legendary Panzerwaffe face its most difficult challenges,

with Allied troops landing at Normandy and storming across the continent, and the Russians gaining

the upper hand on the Eastern Front. As Germany fought fiercely to hold on to the advantages

gained in the early years, they relied heavily on the Panzer IV, the Panzer V Panther, and the StuG

III--the backbone of their infamous armored divisions--to hold back their advancing opponents. This

second volume on the Panzerwaffe offers a comprehensive guide to the final years of Germany's

most famous fighting force, covering the further use of the Panzer IV, the role played by the StuG III

assault gun, and the battlefield debut of the formidable Panther. Explosive combat reports and rare

archive photographs help uncover the final years of the Panzers, from their defense against the

D-Day landings and the role they played in the Ardennes Offensive, to their valiant last stand in

Berlin.
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A German national, Thomas Anderson is a specialist on the German Armored Fighting Vehicles of

World War II. He has spent decades trawling archives in Germany and Europe to discover

little-known facts and previously unpublished photographs of the might of the Blitzkrieg. A modeler,

he regularly contributes to popular modeling and historical magazines across the globe, including

Military Modelcraft International (UK), Steel Art (Italy), Historia Militar (Spain), and Batailles &

Blindes (France).



Excellent! Thank you! AAA++++++++

Great book for somebody looking for high level summary of development of German panzer forces

during WWII. Good for beginners.

A very nice introduction for Panzer warfare. Especially for whom have interest with unit organization,

small unit tactics of Wehrmacht Panzertruppen.

Much the same as Vol. 1, this volume suffers from either a poor translation, a lousy editor, or

crossed signals from an alien planet. The first possibility is doubtful as Mr. Anderson participates in

discussions on various topics on Missing Links website & has good command of the English

language. The 3rd is also rather doubtful, which leaves us with an unknown editor unfamiliar with

the subject.There is some good information if the reader can separate fact from fiction from possible

typos. Seeing as this may be an introductory volume for many readers, there's little to recommend it

which is a shame as the author is very knowledgeable. Early on I stopped reading for detail & only

skimmed the rest of the book. A few quick examples...Page 72-73- An after action report by

Hermann Balck from July of 1942 speaking of performance of the latest med. tank (Panther) when

the Panther prototype wouldn't be ready for a few more months. I'm unsure what to make of this

statement. Is it a typo for 1943 & inserted in the wrong place in the book? Did the author or Herr

Balck specify (Panther)? WTF?Page 131-Caption for the picture of sIG 33 states an open

superstructure which is just plain wrong. This vehicle was enclosed.There are many more

discrepancies throughout the book.Like the previous volume the only saving grace is the large

number of unpublished photos from the author's (& other) private collections. 3 stars with

reservations.Also from page 185 thru page 226 there is a rather strange bend or crease to the paper

running top to bottom down the middle of the page. More faulty QC? I'm unsure how Osprey can

keep publishing such crappy books, but they do. It's doubtful I will purchase any more.

Great product. Excellent service. Well satisfied.
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